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The Elder
Mother's Gift
Long ago I lived on a farm in St. Lawrence county that
had lots of old stone fences amidst the hedgerows.
Those hedgerows were wonderful habitats, and had
many wild fruits and herbs growing in tangles along
the ragged edges of former hay fields. I harvested and
hauled home buckets full of wild grapes and elderberries and helped
make tart juices to
can for later use and
numerous “weeds”
to identify and study.
Once I started taking
care of wild orphans,
these foraging skills
became really handy.
Since we raise a lot
of our own food it
also seemed totally
normal to consider
our foster care critters when adding to
the edible landscape.
Elder (Sambucus canadensis L.) has been
called a medicine
tree by many. Elder
flowers are used in
teas to dispel cold
symptoms, reduce fevers, aid in cleansing fasts, and
to soothe irritated skin. Elderberries have a high vitamin C, iron, and bioflavonoid content along with
other micro nutrients and are now found in many over
the counter immune system tonics. They also make
wonderful jellies and healing cordials. The leaves can
be used as an external poultice for bad bruises. Both
berries and leaves are common plant dye materials.
These ancient healthful shrubs are also steeped in
magical herb lore about how and when to harvest and
what parts to never use.
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There are some wonderful Elderberry clumps around
the state park where I live now and we forage there
annually. We've transplanted a few Elder shrubs that
others have “thrown out” and also planted a few from
mail order sources here and there around the yard. A
couple of winters back we had a pre-Christmas ice
storm that brought down quite a bit of wood from
some towering hybrid willows I was told would never
amount to anything. That fall I hired a crew to come
and “prune” the willows back a bit so they couldn't
damage my neighbor's property. In the process of
whittling away at the huge trees some large branches
came down and one landed on a young Elder shrub
that was just starting to look productive. One of the
ground guys helped me splint
the young shrub to a fence post
for support, in hopes it would
survive the twisted bruising.
The following spring that Elder shrub looked alive and
there were signs of green and
growth on the seemingly broken trunk. That shrub produced several stunningly huge
clusters of blossoms. We may
even have taken some photos
because they were truly the
largest elder flower umbels
we had ever seen. The season hummed, along gaining
in busyness. Bird babies, waterfowl, and mammal babies
came and went and we tried to
keep all of our plates spinning.
Late in that season we got a
few second litter bird babies. Several were second
batch Robin babies and I was glad the wild honeysuckle shrubs were having a good year. While they
don't provide the best nutrition for birds, they do offer
an abundance of fruit for learning to self feed, which
usually includes a lot of playing with food before accidentally discovering it's good to eat. Goldfinches
are probably the latest babies we see, maybe because
they are seed eaters and that's when seeds are abundant. We also had one last lonesome little Cedar Waxwing.
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Waxwings are gentle birds, cousins to Cardinals;
complete with masks and crests. Their coloring is
much more subtle, but it's the splash of rust on their
wings that got them their name because it reminded
some early birdwatcher of sealing wax. They seem
to travel in gangs of five or more birds around here
and it's not unusual to see them passing food back
and forth politely while sitting in a row on a branch.
As babies they are very cute and very demanding;
they want what they want and don't bother trying to
feed them anything else...they don't want it! We were
doing all right with the regular hand-feeding formula, but that baby didn't want red berries, he wanted
purple. I did purchase some blue and black berries at
the store, which received a lukewarm review. I recall
thawing some frozen berries which were o.k. but still
not appreciated. Since no one gets released until they
can self feed and autumn was progressing, I was getting concerned. Most of the Elder shrubs I knew of
were either finished fruiting or stripped clean.
Apparently the rescued Elder shrub was attuned to
the late season Cedar Waxwing. Pretty soon there
were berries ripening on some very large umbels that
had remained little green “pips” for most of the season. Not only were the fruits ripening, but they were
ripening from one side to the other in little clusters,
even though several of the umbels had already ripened all at once and been harvested. Daily I would
gratefully harvest a few small bunches to weave into
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the waxwing's habitat. He would fly from roost to
roost,searching for them and eat them all. When his
freedom day arrived he flew straight to that shrub in
the back yard and after a few more berries, flew off
to continue his life in the wild, “happily ever after”
on Wellesley Island.
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